of our current, globalized environment. Yet, despite each film's gesture toward global interconnectivity and its potential inclusivity, these films demonstrate how the supposed borderlessness of globalization does not in actuality do away with the border's ample ability to produce taxonomies and distribute bodies across axes that delimit belonging. In fact, in laying bare the paranoias that result from the weakening of national sovereignty that globalization has brought about, they simultaneously reveal the deeply ingrained links between melodrama and the narrative imagining of sovereignty itself.
Babel and The Bubble set their narratives across two notoriously fraught borders: that which runs between Mexico and the United States, and that which separates Israel from Palestine's West Bank. Babel's narrative action, furthermore, border-hops between Mexico, Morocco, Japan, and the United States. The Bubble showcases a romance, one that is transgressive on two accounts: it concerns a love affair between two men; one is Palestinian, the other Israeli. Babel's intersecting storylines revolve around spouses, parents, and children who are separated-in some cases geographically, in others emotionally. Babel's editing structure freely crisscrosses space, interconnecting territories that are, with one exception, not contiguous with one another. In the process of jumping across these borders, joining different territories together in adjacent shots, the film remaps the globe (e.g., a given sequence takes us from the United States to Morocco to Japan and then back to Morocco). 2 The US/Mexico border stands out among these not only because it joins the only two actually adjacent territories but also because it becomes representative of all the other borders that the editing, in a gesture that mimics the invisible forces of globalization, merely skips over. However, rather than reach for the notion of global inclusivity that its advertising taglines announce, such as "if you want to be understood . . . Listen," "a single gunshot heard around the world," and "pain is universal but so is hope," 3 the film ultimately concludes by putting all of its characters back in the national spaces where they "belong." As Katarzyna Marciniak, Anikó Imre, and Aine O'Healy argue, Babel reveals that "not all crossings are equal: when privileged first worlders venture abroad, border crossing is a matter of 'cosmopolitan' choice," whereas when Third-Worlders cross borders, they risk severe punishment. 4 The Bubble, for its part, concludes by relocating the actual border where the two lovers initially meet (at an Israeli checkpoint) to the middle of a street in Tel Aviv where the love affair ends in an explosion, thus reinstating the border and its violence. Following in the vein of Babel's taglines, The Bubble's story plays at imagining a universal possibility for love and understanding only to conclude that birthing such a world is an impossible fantasy. Rebecca L. Stein observes that Palestinian characters
